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Citrus is an ongoing yuri manga series that offers a bittersweet love story coupled with gorgeous

artwork. Ever since their first kiss, Yuzu canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t stop thinking about Mei, her stern, sexy

step-sister. Now Mei seems to have done a total one-eighty, ignoring Yuzu at every turn and giving

her the cold shoulder.Yuzu canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t understand why Mei is acting so distant but she decides

to try and patch things up with her step-sis while on a school trip to Kyoto. However, sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

not the only one who has her eye on Mei. Sara, a vivacious girl with boundless energy, happens to

bump into Mei and falls in love with her at first sight. To make matters worse, SaraÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s twin

sister, Nina, is willing to do whatever it takes to ensure that Sara gets what she wants.Can Yuzu fix

things between herself and Mei, or will the twins break up their bond for good?
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Saburouta is a Japanese artist best known as the author and artist of Citrus.

Waited forever for this - was not disappointed. Solid continuation to the series. I do hope that the

September 2016 release date for Vol 5 is just temporary though - I don't think I'll be able to wait that

long! ^-^

Citrus: Secret Love Affair With Sister, Vol. 4 starts with Yuzu in a sexual situation with her

step-sister, Mei. In the previous volume, the two stepsisters got close when Mei's grandfather died,



and Mei's father arrived. The third volume ended with them finally starting to hook up, but when

Yuzu sees Mei like this, she just cannot go forward with the act. Mei goes back to her cold, distant

self, and the series is back to where it started. So, enter another girl. Sara and Yuzu become

friends, but Sara falls in love with Mei at first sight, making the two rivals for Mei's affection.I feel

kind of silly for reading this yuri/lezu manga, but unlike many other romance mangas out there, it

does seem to be going someplace. Heck, Boys Over Flowers has gone on for over a decade, and

Nisekoi: False Love has gone on for over a dozen issues without anyone holding hands or really

kissing. I have to admit it; I'm hooked. I like the large illustrations showing the girls' facial

expressions, and I like how easy it is to read. ****

Poor Yuzu, she thinks she finally gets through to Mei but fear makes her push her away. On the

class trip Yuzu meets an unusual set of twins and makes friends with them when she learns the

older sister has a crush on a person she just met. The person happens to be Mei. Can the twins

help Yuzu finally break her fears, or will she lose the one she loves forever.It finally came out and it

did not disappoint. This could be the turning point for the girls, but i fear other obstacles are looming

in the distance. I cannot wait for the next volume to see if there is a happy ever after, or heartbreak

city.

Once again the author doesn't disappoint. Yuzu and Mei go through a new obstacle that I felt it was

similar to that of Vol 3 but you will both hate it and love it. You'll see what I mean once you read the

volume yourself haha I don't want to spoil anything. There's two new characters introduced in this

volume that weren't that amazing but still cool characters. As always, the art is superb and the

writing is great. If you are continuing to enjoy this series, then this volume you will love just as much.

I'm excited to see what the future additions to this series will have!

This yuri book is absolutely awesome. I loved following every panel in this as the step-sisters bond

grows. Of course all the cute/sexy scenes are the prime, the story is also good. Its not full of stupid

cliche moe moments like many others. This is a good book that gets your blood hot and excited but

also has a great story surrounding all of it.

It's just so kawaii

Not what I thought it was going to be. But, it was cute and others may enjoy it more than I did.



Tensions boil over at the school trip to a faroff town for out two heroines in a cliche way that is still

engaging and original.
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